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TOWARDS THE END OF A
WONDERFUL TERM
by Amina Patel (Headteacher)
Dear Parents/Carers,
It is hard to believe that we have already reached
the end of the Summer Half- Term. The time has
passed so quickly as we have been extremely busy.
Thank you to all parents/carers for the wonderful
support you have shown us throughout the term.
We have had some wonderful events and trips
during term such as the Big Bang Science Fair,
Cadbury World, New Walk Museum, our fantastic
Secondary Science fair, all the work done during
World book Day by our Primary teachers and
pupils and many more fantastic experiences for the
pupils.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
by Amina Patel (Headteacher)
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Your children have been
absolutely amazing this year
and really brought our
building to life with all of their
unique and beautiful
personalities, and we thank
you for all your support and
positive feedback to the school.
Your children have made great
progress over the year and I
am very proud of all of them.
Thank you for the way that
you work with us - I have a
truly dedicated staff team who
genuinely care for and know
your children well and as a
result of the relationships we
have with our families, it
means we really do work in
partnership. Thank you.

Our teachers, both in the
Primary and Secondary have
been working extremely hard
with our pupils, in preparation
for the Key Stage 2 SATS exams
and the GCSE exams. I would
like to thank the parents
especially for encouraging their
children to grow in their
determination to succeed as well
as supporting the school by
attending meetings and
overseeing additional
homework.
On behalf of the staff of the
school, may I take this
opportunity to pass on our best
wishes for the success they have
worked so hard for. Result dates
will be shared with you.

We pray you all have a Blessed Ramadhan and Half -term
break and will look forward to seeing you return to school
feeling refreshed on Monday 3rd June.

QUICK NEWS
We are delighted to extend a
warm welcome to our new staff
who have joined us this term:
Ablah Habiba

Primary Admin

Ablah Nabeela

Teaching Assistant

Ablah Ruqayya

Learning Support
Assistant

We also bid farewell to some of
our dear staff. We pray
that their journey from here on
forwards is filled with
blessings:
Ablah Maria
Ablah Ambar

ATTENDANCE
by Amina Patel (Headteacher)

As part of our attendance focus, each week we monitor
the weekly and overall attendance and punctuality for
each class, and the school. Pupils need to attend school
regularly to benefit from their education. Missing out
on lessons leaves children vulnerable to falling behind.
Children with poor attendance tend to achieve less in
both primary and secondary. Poor attendance has an
impact on the overall school’s attendance, which
currently is at 93.57%.
The current attendance figures for this term are as
follows:

Target 96%

Whole School 93.57%

Early Years Lead &
FS2 Teacher
Teaching Assistant

Year Group Attendance Breakdown
FS1

88.11

Year 4 96.57

Year 9

FS2
Year 1

87.89
94.35

Year 5 95.32
Year 6 94.05

Year 10 94.94
Year 11 96.35

Total

Year 2

95.28

Year 7 95.76

Year 3

95.45

Year 8 93.79

Year 4
BEST:
LOWEST: FS2

Science Fair | Top 15 Projects
Rank

Project

1

Eco- Bots

`158

2

ASMR

`146

3

Mind Control

145

4

Dissection

144

Balqis

FS1

5

Eye

139

Safiyah

Year 1

Ahmed

6

Hydraulic Arm

137

Sally

Year 2

7

Holograms

136

Ouweys

8

Bones & Skeleton

127

9

Fire Snake

10

92.25

100% ATTENDANCE:
Year 9

Year 5

Jameelah

Year 10

Naseerah

Year 6

Aishah

Year 10

Year 3

Reeha

Year 6

Sarah

Year 10

Asma

Year 4

Ayah

Year 7

Sofia

Year 11

125

Hamda

Year 4

Yasmin

Year 7

Zahrah

Year 11

Fire

122

Zeinab

Year 4

Emna

Year 8

Khadijah

Year 11

11

Northern Lights

121

12

Hover Boards

120

13

DNA Extraction

117

13

Instant Snow

117

14

Hybrid Fruits

115

15

Popcorn

114

More on the Science Fair on pg 14

Attendance Facts
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Muhammad.I.B

Year 4

4.5 days a week*

19.5 days absence

4 days a week*

39 days absence

3.5 days a week*

58.5 days absence

3 days a week*
2.5 days a week*

78 days absence
97.5 days absence

ANYTHING
BELOW 95%
is
unacceptable
affecting both
you and the
school
* for 39 weeks

CALENDAR
29th April
School Opens

30th April
Parents Evening (Foundation, KS1, 10)

6th May
Bank holiday/1st Ramadhan

13th May (W/B)*
SATS Year 6

ACHIEVEMENTS

27th May (W/B)*
Half Term

3-4th June
Eid-Ul-Fitr

Well Done to The
Highest Conduct Points
Achievers in Primary:

Well Done to The
Highest Conduct Points
Achievers in Secondary:

Rehan Year 3 865 pts

Zaynab Year 8 725 pts

5th June
School Opens

11th June
Parents' Evening (KS2)

18th June
Parents' Evening (7)

Razan Year 3 798 pts

Asya Year 8 713 pts

Saifullah Year 3 753 pts

Sumayyah Year 8 675 pts

24th June (W/B)*
End of Year Exams (ALL)

2nd July
Year 6 Transition Day

3rd July
Sports Day (Foundation, 1)

5th July

EFFORT AND ACHIEVEMENT
by Khalisah Brown
Our rewards system acknowledges and celebrates
the achievements and successes of all our pupils. In
every aspect of school life students are provided
with opportunities to be recognised and praised for
their academic achievements, effort, contributions to
the school community, behaviour and attendance.
We believe that students should be regularly and
fairly rewarded for their achievements, to not only
celebrate their successes, but to also inspire and
motivate them to achieve their learning potential
and become good citizens, insh' Allah.

Sports Day (Primary)

8th July
Sports Day (Secondary)

12th July
Rewards Evening

15th July
Graduation Day

16th July
End of Year Production (KS1/2)/School Closes
*Week Beginning

Keep updated with:
@Al_Aqsa_School_

MESSAGE FROM THE
DEPUTY HEAD
by Shafique Fazal (Deputy Head)

For regualr
news, news and
correspondence,
use the
following media.

Keep
updated
with:

@Al_Aqsa_School_

http://www.alaq
saschool.co.uk/

We are honoured with the trust you have bestowed upon us in contributing to the education
of your children. It has been another very busy half-term. In addition to normal classroom
teaching there have been many enrichment activities that our students have participated
which are detailed in this newsletter.
Key developments
Curriculum:

Learning and Teaching:

Alhumdulillah, we now offer provision for
students to access the full English
Baccalaureate. History is a new subject that
was introduced this academic year in Key
Stage 4 thanks to the leadership of Ablah
Mohsina with the support of Ablah Maryam.
The provision has enhanced our vision for a
broad and balanced curriculum. Previously,
Arabic was also added to the curriculum and
this will be our first year for a full cohort to
take GCSE exam in Arabic.
Our focus in planning for next year is to
ensure along with academic rigour that there
are significant opportunities for character
development. This will include ‘Challenge
Days'. During these days the normal
timetable will be suspended to develop
essential skills such as team work, resilience,
problem solving and charity events.

Coaching Model: Staff are working in Triad
(groups of 3) to support each other. Staff
meet fortnightly to work in groups of three
to develop their teaching and learning.
They also have regular opportunities to
observe their peers and quality assurance
checks by the Senior Team.

Use of Digital Technologies:

Homework:

This area has been a key driver to raise
standards. The use of tablets is now well
embedded in secondary and with recent
improvement of wi-fi connectivity, more use
is being made in Primary too. There is ongoing Staff Development for our staff to
develop their skills set to make effective use
of digital devices and online resources. We
are considering a scheme for Brings Your
own Devices (BYOD). Further details to
follow.

We will be reviewing our homework
expectations and policy during this term.
The process for review will include
consultation with parents, staff and
students. There will be a Parent Forum on
Tuesday 2nd July. We would like to
encourage you to attend In sha Allah.

Staff Workload:
We are constantly reviewing to look at ways
to reduce unnecessary administration
burden on our staff so that our staff can
focus on learning and teaching. Our
Management Information System (SIMS),
Safeguarding Logs (MyConcern) and
software to analyse data (4Matrix) have
made significant contribution to making
our organisation more effective.

s t u d e n t

a r t i c l e

VOTES FOR WOMEN:
A TRIP TO NEW
WALK MUSEUM
by Fatima E and

Emaan A (Year 9)

2018 marked an important year for women in
Britain. It was the 100th year anniversary of
the first female vote. While the vote given in
1919 was not without conditions, it was a huge
step forward in women’s rights.
The Year 9 girls from Al-Aqsa School visited
New Walk museum to learn about the
Suffragette movement and how it contributed
to the history of women. Our main focus
being on Alice Hawkins, who was a
prominent suffragette who lived in Leicester.
After the 10-15 minute bus journey from our
school to the Museum, we were welcomed by
the great-grandson of Alice Hawkins, Peter,
who was our guide for the day. We started the
trip off with a voting activity, where we voted
for school timings. Would we prefer starting
and finishing school earlier or for the time to
stay the same; majority voted for no change.
This activity gave us the experience of being
able to do what the suffragettes had fought
for - Vote, to have a say in what affects us.
Peter then told us the story of how Alice
became a Suffragette.
Originally born in Stafford in 1863, Alice
Hawkins began working in a shoe factory in
Leicester at the age of thirteen. Alice had
joined the Independent Labour Party in 1894
and through that organisation met Sylvia
Pankhurst, who later came to Leicester in
1907.

Alice became an active member of the WSPU
at the age of 43. She attended her first WSPU
meeting in Hyde Park, in 1907. This was also
the first time she was imprisoned, when the
WSPU marched to Parliament demanding
votes for women. Alice and 29 other women
were sent to Holloway prison. This had a
profound effect on her, on her release she
established the Leicester WSPU branch.
Alice was imprisoned again in 1909 when she
tried to force herself into a meeting in
Leicester, the speaker was Winston Churchill.
She wanted to ask why women were not given
the vote. Alice was imprisoned five times in
her life, yet that did not stop her from
campaigning for women’s right. She worked
tirelessly in Leicester, urging working class
women to join the cause.
Alice’s husband, Alfred and her six children
were extremely supportive of her activities.
There was an incident where a man shouted to
Alice, who was making a speech, “Get back to
your family.” Alice replied, “But here is my
family, they are here to support me.” And
indeed they were, with Alfred and their
children all standing by her side.”
Alice’s great work and contribution to
women’s suffrage was recognised in 2018, after
a five-year campaign, when a seven foot high
statue was unveiled in market square by four
women including Liz Kendall. The ceremony
was witnessed by Helen Pankhurst and
hundreds of citizens of Leicester. The statue
was paid for by the current owner of the
business now running at the old shoe factory.
The monument serves as a fitting tribute to a
woman who contributed hugely to the
suffragette movement.
“Today Alice is part of the social history of
Leicester and quite rightly so. Her efforts in
the fight for women’s rights were unparalleled.
Her great-grandson has said, “I truly believe
that if the youth of today hear of Alice’s story,
it will inspire them to play their own part in
our society. Above all else, I urge them to use
their vote.”

For regular updates on news and events
visit: http://www.alaqsaschool.co.uk/

-

PASTORAL WORK
AT THE SCHOOL
by Saara Dana
Since starting at Al Aqsa, I have
been very busy working with
students across the two schools. It’s
been great to get to know so many
of the hardworking students we
have, who all inevitably want to do
well and achieve great things.
However, as with any journey,
there are ups and downs and so
some of the students have been in
need of additional support. In my
role as pastoral at the school, I have
had the chance to counsel some of
these students and help them to
redefine their goals, set meaningful
and achievable targets and at times,
just listen to their worries so that
they are able to focus more.

I have had meetings with the
student councils at the school
to give them a chance to air
their concerns and have then
worked closely with
SLT (Senior Leadership
Team) to create a more
positive environment for
students – one such example
being that the lunch times for
secondary have been moved
from the classrooms to the
masjid area so students would
have more room to let off
steam and a greater
opportunity to talk to their
friends etc. There is always
much more work to be done,
but I feel we have made a
great start to improving the
environment for our students
and making their journey at
Al Aqsa more memorable.

I have also held PSHE sessions to
tackle one of many social media
trends and to raise awareness about
listening to others and supporting
them. We have worked on building
relationships in classrooms where
However, as with any journey,
relationships were falling apart or
there
are ups and downs and so
wavering. Where necessary we
some of the students have been
have also involved parents to help
us to support their children better.
in need of additional support.

BLOWING
BLOOD
by Rabiah Year 7
A single life so valueless, that
poor blow,
Sooner than its timely
moment to die,
As commanded by my
dispirit will,
Its unprofessional life I chose
to.
Put more simply, for
disturbing my peace,
Its weak and poor life I
conclude.
Yet my bloodstained hands
always remained clean,
Once crimeful killing had
become routine.
What invincible and sinful
am I,
For generous judging who
must die
By my sword, without
remorse or regret,
The butcher blow under my
gavel, I forget.
An evil power from no
source or spring
Springs power in me like a
unbalance King.
raised.

LOST
CAUSE
GENOCIDE
by

Imen Fodeili

After discussing the
challenging topic of
genocide with our year 7
and year 8, learners were
tasked to produce a
poem using the poetic
techniques they had
studied in their English
classes. Their poems
were entered into the
Annual Poetry
Competition, ages 11 –
18, for Genocide
Memorial Day run by
Islamic Human Rights
Commission IHRC.
Two of our entrants
achieved a top ten
position amongst
hundreds of entries
nationwide, so a hearty
congratulations to
Rabiah A (Blowing
Blood), pg 6, and Sarah
M (Lost Cause) who
achieved fifth and
seventh place
respectively. We had
others who took part in
the competition all
worthy of praise for
their efforts MashaAllah.

People, people, enduring
Congenial to death,
People, people, they’ll do
anything for wealth,
People, people, think it’s fine to
confiscate family,
People, people, think it’s fine to
judge racially,
People are deprived, yet their
lives are being wasted,
They feel so low and
devastated,
People in denial and took a
while but still staged it,
They blame themselves but
couldn’t change it,
Genocide is now a frequent
thing,
Sorrow creeping up on you, so
much sadness it brings,
People all over the world,
executed without a case,
They feel the guilt they don’t
want to face,
In the Vietnam war 300,000
were put in graves,
Same for Dafur in 2003, their
family’s brains in caves,
In the Algerian war 1.5 million
dead,
And in the Bengal famine 3
million heads got put to rest,
In the Guatemalan civil war
200,000 killed and 40,000
nowhere to be found,
It was like they were invisible
but they were already miles
from the battleground,
In chile under Pinochet, 3000
were killed and 1000 went
missing,
A stabbing pain hits their heart,
they feel their relatives slowly
slipping,

So many innocent people have
died,
But no one acknowledges and
just looks with a blind eye,
Millions of people have been
tortured to death,
But millions try to avoid it by
holding their breath,
Death, Death, deaths, deaths,
Innocent, innocent, innocents,
innocence
Bullets flying through the air,
Forcefully zooming into
someone, it’s just not fair,
Imagine living in a world where
you were killed for being you,
Or doing nothing, I wouldn’t
want to be there too,
So many poor, innocent families
now have a dent in their hearts,
Now they all have scars and
they’re souls are ripped apart.
Genocide is a disgusting thing
that people choose to do,
Genocide is a cage for innocent
people like you,
A sensation of fear running
down your back making your
hairs stand,
Scared your going to die, feeling
for your own country you have
been banned.
We all need to help, we need to
find a solution,
To stop people dying, we need
to find a conclusion,
Good voices muted for bad ones
to be heard,
People are selfish, violent and
absurd,
We are in the ummah of the
prophet,
We need to be wise and use his
knowledge,
All horrible, violent things need
to be unplugged,
And for once let’s take time to
fix us.

by

Sarah M Year 7

WHICH CAREER? WHICH CAREER? WHICH CAREER?

THAT IS THE QUESTION

That's why we study right?

Adults working full time in the UK spend an average of 35% of their waking hours working.
That does not include overtime or work taken home! Or the commute to and back from work.
Lack of research into your desired career might lead to regretful post! To prevent yourself
from such a fate, you need to start actively seeking a career that suits you now, while you are
still at school. Here are some tips to help you begin:

1

CHANGING JOB MARKET

Believe it or not the job market is ever
evolving. It fluctuates depending on the
current needs of a society and what
opportunities are available. And in this
modern age with its fast progressing
technologies, new jobs are always emerging
and some are becoming obsolete. Some
industries, such as the IT industry,
are further developing while others do not
go under the same dramatic change.

Tip:
Continuously monitor development occurring in
fields that interest you.
Follow news about developments around the
world.

2

VOLUNTEERING

What you may think a job is like, may be
very far from the reality. Therefore,
spending time in that role would enlighten
you on this matter without any financial
means or time committed to get there. If
you do not have a clue as to what you truly
want to do, it might be a good idea to
volunteer at a variety of different places, to
get a feel of what you may be good at. You
might just find your calling!

Tip:
Volunteer in a variety of places. Finding out
what you DON’T like is equally important.

3

DISCOVERING SKILLS

There are some skills that you may not have
discovered about yourself yet. Don’t be
disheartened if you feel like you don’t have
any. While education in schools is very
important, they are definitely not exhaustive.
There might be skills and fields you might not
have been exposed to just because your school
does not provide the subjects that would cover
them. The world is big and vast and so is your
capacity to learn and discover. It does go
beyond the four walls of your classroom you
know.

Tip:
Use the good side of the internet to learn and
discover relevant skills to expand your skills set.

4

KNOWING YOUR POTENTIAL

Formal assessments are a means to measure
students’ understanding. The traditional methods
are a standard measurement used to create a
uniformed method of comparison. Truth be said,
it does not do everyone justice. There are some
students with exceptional practical abilities, ones
that showcase their skills in its truest form and
would be perfect for a given industry. However,
their writing and recording abilities may not be
on par. And as a result, they don’t seem to be
gifted on paper. School and its system might not
be conveying your abilities and giving it justice at
all! Do not let that label you.

Tip:
Showcase your skills by other means e.g. keeping
a portfolio of your practical work!

5

EDUCATION OUTSIDE
SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS

Do not belittle learning in which you aren’t
given a certificate upon its completion. After
all, they do say that life’s lesson are hard.
Managing your personal finances is not a
lesson taught in schools but one that you
wish it was. Tax and legal responsibilities is
also something that would have been good if
it was highlighted earlier on. Education is
not going to change overnight. And if change
was on the horizon, it will probably arrive
when you are long out of education. So the
responsibility is on your shoulders.
Education is for free here and you really are
not entitled to specifics.
I must quote from the book The Richest
Man in Babylon “that learning is of two
kinds: the one kind being the things we
learned and knew”, (what you were taught in
school and elsewhere), “and the other being
in the training that taught us how to find out
what we did not know”. Now, I’m not sure if
you were trained to find out what you don’t
know. But here’s a start: there is a lot you
don’t know. Now it is upon you to find out!

Tip:
Read self-help books in important topics.

7
2

AMBITIONS AND HOW MUCH
VOLUNTEERING
MONEY YOU NEED FOR IT

6

PRIORITISING WHAT
IS REALLY IMPORTANT

Now this is the really important one that is
often overlooked. You see unless your life’s
purpose is to work for someone (or yourself),
you will have other factors that take equal or
even more priority than your work. What are
they? Religious worship, Family? Let’s use
family as an example.
Let’s say you are a family person who would
love to spend lots of time with your kin and
would love to do activities with them
regularly, perhaps even travel often. How
much time would you need for that in a day
and in a week? These questions should narrow
down what kind of job/career you should
choose. If the career that you chose to pursue
does not complement your ideals, then you
need to reflect on what is more important to
you. The lack of time or money for your
more important priorities might become a
cause of stress and frustration in your career.

Tip:
Write your priorities out and evaluate them.
What is important to you and how are do you
want to incorporate it in your life?

Dreams are tied with reality. Don’t be just a dreamer who sits idly. There is lots of work to be
done in pursuit of ambition. Be smart about it. What would you love to be able to do? Own
your house? Combat poverty? Create sustainable agriculture and farming in 3rd world
countries?
Great! With what money though? When choosing a career, think about what your earnings
would be at the entry level and what the pay progression would be. Is your wages enough to
assist you with your goals and ambitions? If your job is your dream, then I suppose you have
the best of both worlds! Plan for that early on.

Tip:

Research thoroughly what you need for your dreams and create an action plan.

YOU HAVE OFFICIALLY REACHED THE END OF THE ARTICLE.
WELL DONE!

t r i p s

BIG BANG FAIR
by Tayeebah Awan
Al Aqsa School secondary girls visited the Big
Bang Fair at the NEC, Birmingham on
Wednesday 13th March 2019. The students got
the opportunity to explore careers and
research within the STEM subjects, through
workshops, stage shows and many hands-on
interactive activities. These varied from
robotics, human biology and chemical
reactions to future developments such as
studying the neutron. Students were able to
identify and recognise the vast number of
careers where studying science, technology,
engineering and mathematics play a vital role.
Students participated in various activities such
as; using coding to make a robot ball (Sphero)
move through a maze to reach its goal; solving
puzzles to obtain a number code to complete
the path of an electrical supply to a
community; holding insects and observing
them under a microscope; learning about how
the human eye captures images before they
are rectified by the brain; making toothpaste;
using an ultrasound monitor to identify the
presence of growth cells; stepping into a
surgeon’s shoes and stimulating a keyhole
surgery and many more.

There were many professionals sharing their
experiences, job expectations and the skills and
qualities required to become qualified for their
chosen career. These included, doctors carrying out CPR on an adult and baby, looking
inside an ambulance; the army - wall climbing,
experiencing being a helicopter pilot, creating
personalised ID tags; and engineers - from
designing and building machines to testing and
analysing them. Birmingham City University
got students to identify professions by only
using the equipment related to a particular
career with prizes on offer.
Student feedback showed, 78.3% students
thought that it was a good learning experience,
61% students would want to go again, 70% would
suggest the Big Bang trip to others and found it
an overall good experience. With a few
adjustments, we hope to make this experience
even better in the coming years, insha’Allah. I
hope that students will take what they learnt
from this trip and apply some aspects of it to
our own Science Fair on the 10th of April 2019.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all students for trying their best in
understanding and applying scientific concepts
and staff and parents for all their support on
trips, event days and on a daily basis, Jazakallah
Khayr.

RESIDENTIAL TRIP
by Hoodo Deria

Alhamdullilaah, we were
once again able to go on
our highly anticipated
residential trip to North
Wales. All packed and
ready to go, our Y5/6
waved their parents
goodbye and took their
last few pictures before
setting off on our 4 and a
half hour journey to
Betws-y-coed, Capel
Curig, Wales.
On arrival, pupils were
greeted with the warmest
of welcomes by the
fantastic Towers staff who
stood in front of us,
surrounded by the most
beautiful view.

In the following days,
pupils experienced taking
part in activities such as,
open lake canoeing,
climbing up and in a old
slate mine, gorge-walking,
zip-wiring and even going
off the Welsh mainland
for a phenomenal (and
cold) day out at Anglesey
Beach.
Pupils were optimistic,
enthusiastic and up for all
the challenges of changing
in and out of various kits
to climbing up slate mines
in the dark. An outdoor
learning experience like
no other.

Truly a life changing and
bonding experience for both
pupils and staff, as well as,
being a well needed change
of scenery.
A great big jazaakAllaahu
khayran to Mudeer Ibrahim,
Ustadh Ismail, Ablah Imane
and The Towers staff for
sharing their knowledge and
love for the outdoors. Last
but by no means the least,
jazaakAllaahu khayran to all
of the pupils, the life and
soul of the trip, for making
this year's visit a huge
success.

S c h o o l

s p o r t s

GLOW IN THE DARK SPORTS

CRICKET

by Shabana Khalid

Girls from Al Aqsa School
took part in the city schools
world cup cricket festival
held at crown hills
community college on 28th
March 2019. They were
joined by girls from Madani
schools federation, Soar
Valley College and Crown
Hills community college.
It took place at Crown Hills
community college under UV
lights in a unique setting of
glow in the dark cricket with
illuminating bats, balls, bibs
and face paint. The festival
was a day of competitive
cricket games.

The day started with the
participants taking part in a
warm up activity led by
Community Engagement
Officer Amna Rafiq. It was
followed by each team
playing two group games
before the finals.
Al Aqsa girls got off to a
shaky start but recovered
brilliantly in the second
round. They were
unfortunate to not make
the finals which was
played between Soar Valley
and Crown Hills, where
Soar Valley claimed the
title.

Under UV lights
in a unique
setting of being
glow in the dark
cricket with
illuminating
bats, balls, bibs
and face paint.

On behalf of al Aqsa I
would like to thank all the
participants for their
enthusiasm and supporting
each other throughout the
day!

M o r e

e v e n t s

TAG RUGBY
by Feroza Jassat

The year 4 class have been
playing tag rugby for an hour
every Thursday over a five week
period. They are thoroughly
enjoying their sessions and the
coach has introduced them to a
number of different games and
techniques such as playing
defence and tackling with the
ball. The standard of coaching
was very impressive – all the
exercises had a purpose in getting
the children ready for tag rugby
games.
The children have lots of fun
playing and everyone participates
during the session. I feel that tag
rugby promotes discipline,
teamwork and resilience.
Children are encouraged to be fair
and follow the rules. Tag rugby
will benefit the children’s health
by increasing muscle strength,
coordination and agility. As they
progress through the next few
weeks, I’m positive that the
children will continue new skills
and continue having fun.

WORLD BOOK DAY
by Zenab Sidat

Teaching children to read and
making them lifelong readers is
the greatest thing a school can do
and at Al Aqsa we really believe in
make reading an integral part of
daily school life. We want
teachers and parents to talk about
how wonderful and life-changing
reading can be on a daily basis.
We want all of our students to
have access to the very best
literature texts through libraries,
school curriculum and at home.
Insha'Allah we want every student
to leave school not only with the
ability to read well, but also with
an everlasting love of reading.
Reading is a vital, life changing
pursuit, where students can lose
themselves in other times and in
other worlds, we aim to make
every single day World Book
Day!

AL-AQSA SCHOOL SCIENCE FAIR 2019
by Tayeebah Awan

Another year, another fair! The third Al Aqsa
School Science Fair took place on the 10th of
April 2019. After months of research and
planning, students were able to share how
science plays a vital role in our everyday lives
with peers, students, teachers and parents.
Projects varied from the workings of hydraulic
machines, hoverboards, holograms, bones and
skeleton, the eye, dissection of the heart and
brain, and mind control to DNA extraction of
fruits, hybrid fruits, popcorn, milk spectrum,
toffee apple and rice consciousness.
This year students also experimented with fire,
discovering its effects on different materials
such as water filled balloons, sugar snakes and
uncovering invisible ink as well as the making
of instant snow. Projects on space, northern
lights and helium explored the properties of
gases around us and some students even
questioned the existence of aliens. We also had
our classic projects on a volcano, elephant
toothpaste, cornstarch and forensic science.

Throughout the day students shared their
findings with each other and parents while
participating in a scavenger game of code
breaking to uncover some interesting scientific
facts. I would like to thank all students for
bringing out their best and persevering through
the research, planning and developing stages.
This made the judging and voting for the top
three even more challenging for all the visitors.
Jazakallah Khayr to the Y11 students for support
on the day as tour guides, judges and monitoring
the bake sale. Students have been rewarded with
trophies, medals and certificates to acknowledge
their hard work. The list of the top 15 projects,
after adding the judges scores and votes, can be
found on pg 2.
A big jazakallah khayr, from students and staff, to
all the parents for supporting throughout the
planning stages and who attended the science fair
and made it an eventful day. We hope to see you
all again and more next year, insha’Allah, with
bigger projects and inventions to share.

AL-AQSA
SCHOOL FOOD
DONATION
There are over 14 million
people in the UK who live in
poverty whilst 3.9 million
tonnes of food is wasted
every year by the food and
drink industry. We are
working in partnership with
local charities and food
banks to tackle this and
provide aid.
Ramadhan is a very special
time of the year, where we
reflect more on charitable
good deeds. We conducted a
food drive and aimed to
collect as much food as
possible. Students across the
two schools sent nonperishable ambient food
items to the school on Friday
24th May 2019 and we
arranged for it to be sent to
Madani School on Saturday
25th May
2019 Alhamdulillah.
Examples of food items
included biscuits, tea, coffee,
juice, cereal, rice, pasta, tins,
sugar, milk powder, pudding,
beans, soup packets and
similar items.
All food collected will be
donated to Fareshare who
will distribute it to homeless
hostels, refugee and asylum
seeker groups, food
banks and many other
local places on our behalf.

